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ABSTRACT
The orientation of flakes in thin experimental wood composite boards was characterized by the von
Mises distribution function. An in sir(/ measuring procedure was developed for acquiring wood flake
gr,ain angle data within the board. Parameters characterizing the extent of orientation for a variety of
bc~ardswith prespecified degrees of alignment were verified using the measurement procedure.
Kc~yn,ord.s: Wood particle orientation, degree of alignment, flakeboard, directional data, von Mises
distribution, angular measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Flakeboard is manufactured by pressing small, flat particles of wood coated
with an adhesive into a dense mat. The arrangement, shape, and orientation of
the anisotropic flakes determine. to a great extent, the mechanical behavior of
the board. Since the principal material direction changes from point to point
inside the board in a nonregular manner, this type of composite material can be
classified as a statistically heterogeneous material. A theoretical treatment of the
physical behavior of this type of material has been given by Beran (1968). It is
apparent from his work that probability density functions will be indispensable
with regard to modeling the performance of these materials.
The mechanical behavior of flakeboard is affected by many variables, including:
density, resin content, pressing time, species used, and the size, shape, and
arrangement of the particles. Since the wood strands are anisotropic, with an
elastic modulus ratio between the longitudinal and transverse directions on the
order of 20: 1, it is apparent that the orientation of the principal material directions
of the flakes will influence greatly the mechanical and physical properties of the
board. Indeed, research dealing with the effects of orientation have shown it to
bt: of prime importance. Klauditz (1960) doubled the stiffness of particleboard by
orienting the grain of the particles in the direction of the load, and Brumbaugh
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(I 960) tripled the stiffness of specially fabricated flakeboards when particle orientation was coincidental with load direction. Steinmetz and Polley (1974) reported that with highly oriented fiberboards, the elastic modulus was in the range
of many clear lumber specimens. They also reported that by orienting only the
surface mat, the elastic modulus and the modulus of rupture were significantly
increased. These and other studies indicate that the particle orientation within
particleboard is a variable whose manipulation can produce drastic changes in
the mechanical behavior of particleboard.
Past studies dealing with orientation primarily consisted of manufacturing particleboards with various degrees of orientation, varying from nonoriented to a
highly oriented system. The extent of orientation, however, was not measured.
Without a measure of orientation, it is not possible to establish a mathematical
link between the extent of orientation and changes in the board properties. One
way to measure orientation is to use a directional distribution function that
specifies the probability of finding a given particle orientation at each point in the
board. This approach was used in this study.
OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this study were to: 1) explore the use of directional distribution functions to characterize the state of orientation of the wood particles
within flakeboard, 2) develop a sampling technique for measuring the grain directions of the flakes that are needed to estimate the parameters of the distribution
function, and 3) verify this procedure by constructing boards with known orientations and reproducing the values of the distribution function parameters using
the sampling technique.
Although somewhat ideal and simplistic by design, this study was undertaken
to help establish the role of orientation in a very controlled system. It was felt
that if success was achieved, the information gained in this study would lead to
methods that could be used to characterize the orientation of commercial flakeboards and consequently help predict the mechanical and physical properties of
these boards.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The orientation of the principal material directions (longitudinal, radial, and
tangential) of wood particles within a sheet of particleboard is an excellent example of a directional random variable. As such, the analysis of this variable can
be handled by the statistical methods outlined by Mardia (1972). These methods
were developed to treat the particular class of angular data in order to avoid
certain anomalies. One such anomaly can occur when the arithmetic mean is used
to characterize the central tendency of angular data. Consider, for example, the
disappearance angle of migrating birds (Emlen 1975). If a bird disappears into the
horizon at a bearing of 350" and another at a bearing of lo0, it is intuitively obvious
that the central tendency of the bird's flight would be a bearing of 0" rather than
180°, the arithmetic average of the angles.
Since the values of the measurements are restricted to a finite interval (0 to
21r radians or 0" to 360"), any continuous distribution over an infinite interval will
not apply. Moreover, the values and derivatives of the distribution at both ends
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of the interval are required to be equal to maintain the cyclic nature of the phenomena; hence additional constraints are placed on the distributions for use with
angular data. The following discussion will acquaint the reader with some basic
aspects of handling directional data. A more detailed discussion is given in the
Appendix.
A collection of angular measurements can be presented as a circular histogram,
(F;ig. I). Each measurement, Hi, is represented as a point on a unit circle whose
coordinates are given by xi = cos Oi and yi = sin 8,. The entire set of data can
be characterized by an orientation vector whose angular position relative to a
preselected reference is given by a mean angle 8,) and whose length r,, is related
to the central tendency of the set. When r,, = I , the system is totally aligned;
when r,, = 0, the system is completely nonaligned (it is a uniform or isotropic
distribution). The mean direction and vector length of a set of n angular observations are determined from the coordinates of the points on the unit circle by:

where

x,, =
y,, =

I "
cos
n

-

oi

I "
sin Oi
n i=l

-

C

For certain systems, namely those in which directional data are obtained from
the orientation of line elements, it is generally impossible to distinguish a positive
or negative sense in direction. Each sample could be assigned to two anglesone differing from the other by .rr radians (180"). It is customary to measure only
the angle that falls in the O-rr radian or 0"-180" interval. This type of data is
referred to as uxicil clura. The angles representing axial data, O"",can be transformed to ordinary directional data by doubling the angles, /3 = 28", and then
4 can be used to characterize the system. Grain angles of wood particles
Eqs. 1
or fiber directions in composite materials must be treated as axial data.
A collection of angular data, like all measured data, is a finite sample from a
presumed infinite population described by an underlying probability density function (pdf). Mardia (1972) discusses a simple, but elegant function for characterizing directional axial data called the von Mises pdf whose functional form is

where 0 < 8 < .rr and I,, is the modified Bessel function of order zero. The most
probable direction of the population relative to a fixed reference frame is given
by the angle 8 = p,,.The degree of concentration of the angles about p,, is specified by the concentration parameter K . For example, if K = 0, the distribution of
angles is uniform over 0 t o r ; if K = x , all angles are concentrated at 6 = p,,. The
extent of orientation, or degree of alignment, is specified by a value of K .
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Example of a circular histogram representing angular data (x,

=

cos H,, y,

=

sin 0,).

The length of the orientation vector can be used to estimate the value of the
concentration parameter of a von Mises pdf. The relationship between r,, and K
has been studied by Batschelet (1965) and is shown in Fig. 2. Hence, once r,, is
determined from a set of data, an estimate of the concentration parameter K can
be found.

In the early stages of our work, we used a truncated normal pdf to characterize
the orientation distribution which had the form

where O < H < rr, erf(x) is the error function and p,, is the mean angle. With this
pdf, the shape factor /3 controls the distribution. Although the truncated normal
and von Mises pdf's are similar (Fig. 3), it was felt that the von Mises distribution
is better suited to characterize flake orientation. We have calibrated the parameters of the two distributions by minimizing the square of the differences between
them and the calibration curve is shown in Fig. 4. It will be noticed that the
curve, for p > I .5, is approximately given by
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FIG.2. Kelationvhip between the orientation vector length r(, and the concentration parameter of
the von Miscs distribution K .

From this discussion it is seen that three indexes, all related, are available for
characterizing the degree of orientation: the length of the mean vector r,,, the von
h4ises concentration parameter K , or the truncated normal shape factor 0.
MATERIALS A N D METHODS

P(lrtic,lcboard manufacture
White pine (Pinus strobus L.) was selected for use in making the experimental
flakeboards because of its fine texture, gradual transition from earlywood to latewood, as well as its good slicing characteristics. Flakes for the boards were cut
firom green blocks using a sliding microtome. The dimensions were 38 mm x 13
rnm x 0.38 mm (1.5 in. x 0.5 in. x 0.015 in.) in the L, R, and T directions, respectively. Care was taken to insure that the grain direction was coincident with
the long axis of the strands. The flakes were pressed dried to prevent curling.
Lifter drying, they were weighed and placed in a container with a pulverized twostep phenolic glue manufactured by Varcum Chemicals (V6661-I-EX). The container was agitated thoroughly, and upon removal from the container, the flakes
were coated uniformly with the powdered glue, approximately 6% on a weight
basis.
Thin flakeboards were manufactured by individually laying down the coated
particles in the form of a mat and then pressing at approximatey 2.1 MPa (300
psi), with heat, 163 C (325 F), for 5 min to a thickness of 2 mm (0.08 in.). The
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Compar-ison of truncated normal and von Mises probability density functions.
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FIG. 4. Calibration curve (solid line) between the concentration parameter of von Mises distribution and shape factor of the truncated normal distribution.
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F I G . 5 . An example of positioning a rtrand in a Hakeboard mat (a: long axis of the strand, b:
PI-incipal dil.cction of the board) and fifty random sampling points superimposed on a portion of a
Hakchoard sample.

lomcation of the particles in the mat was determined by two random coordinates,
each being generated from a uniform distribution function. The angular orientation of the long axis of the strands relative t o the principal board direction as
shown in Fig. 5, was specified by a random angle generated from the truncated
normal distribution, Eq. 6. The angle was obtained by first selecting a random
correnumber. uniform on the unit interval, and using this value t o solve for ;i
sponding angle given by the inverse of the cumulative truncated normal distribution. This process is represented schematically in Fig. 6. Newton's method of
successive approxitnations was used during this process. Five experimental
b~.)ardswere constructed with varying degrees of orientation: fl = 0. I , 1 .O, 2.0,
3.0. and 10.0.
Rcc~o~lstrlic~tiotz
c?f'tllc)orirtltntioll di.vtribrrtiot1 fmnc.tiot1

An attempt was made t o reconstruct the known orientation distribution function
of the flakes for the experimental boards as follows. Photographic images, black
and white slides, of the 151 mm x 152 mm (6 in. x 6 in.) flakeboards were pro.jetted onto a rear-view screen. Fifty random points, previously marked on the
screen. served as sampling locations for taking measurements of the orientation
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6. Method of generating random angles conforming to the cumulative tr-uncated normal distribution fi~nction(see Appendix for definition of F(H: P ) ) .

of the e x p o d wood particles as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Data were collected on
both sides of the board yielding 100 angular measurements for each board.
The orientation was recorded as the angle between the longitudinal direction
of the wood material in the neighborhood of the sampling point and the principal
boat-d direction. This angle was determined by placing the rotatable straight edge
of a drafting machine parallel to the longitudinal (grain) direction and reading the
angular deviation from a scale at the base of the straight edge. Angles were
I ecorded to the nearest 0.0175 radian ( I").
RESLIL I S A N D I > I S C U S S I O N

The purpose of this portion of the study was to experimentally determine the
state of strand orientation in flakeboards specifically manufactured with known
orientations. It was felt that a match between the measured degree of orientation
a.nd the degree of orientation used to construct the flakeboards would help establish the validity of the sampling method.
The orientation of I-andomly sampled strands within the experimental boards
i \ shown in the cir-cular- histograms of Fig. 7. The frequency of measurements
with 0.175 radian (10") intervals is represented by different size dots. The largest
of the four dot sizes Irepresents four measurements: the smallest, one. I t is
clear that the distt-ibutions tend to cluster about a mean direction as the
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FIG. 7 . Circular histograms showing the degree of orientation of the experimental boards (the
rne,.tsured angles were doubled).

shape factor P increases. A measure of this clustering is provided by the length of
the orientation vector I-,,calculated according to Eq. 2 after doubling the angles.
In order to compare the measured results with the known distributions used to
manufacture the flakeboards, the von Mises distribution was assumed to be the
underlying pdf for the angular orientations. Since the truncated normal and von
Mises distributions are similar, a value of the concentration parameter corresponding to the fixed value of the shape factor used to manufacture the boards
can be found using the calibration curve of Fig. 4. Furthermore, an estimate of
the concentration parameter, denoted 2 , can be determined by computing r,, and
using the relationship shown in Fig. 2.
The known values of P and the experimentally determined r,, are shown in
Table 1. Also shown are the calibrated values of K and the estimates. In all but
one case, the calibrated values are very close to the estimated values. The greatest
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~Jiscrepancyoccurred for the most oriented system. This is understandable. Referring to Fig. 2, it is seen that in the range of 0.8 < r,, < 1.0, small changes in
I;, will cause substantial changes in K . Consequently, the difference between K
and L for the highly aligned case should not be viewed with too much alarm.
Despite the difference for the highly oriented flakeboards, a paired comparison
using a t-test indicated that there was no difference between the two sets of
concentration parameters at the 5% confidence level. It is felt, therefore, that the
sampling method for determining the degree of orientation in flakeboards is consistent, and it is hoped that it will provide a means of specifying the degree of
(orientation in boards in which the angular distribution is not known.
SUMMARY

The use of the von Mises distribution to characterize the angular distribution
of flakes in flakeboard was developed and would appear to be useful in establishing the degree of orientation in wood composites. The concentration parameter provides a measure of flake alignment and can be easily determined from a
.set of measured angular values. The use of the concentration parameter for characterizing the extent alignment may lend itself to modeli~gas the von Mises
distribution can be used to predict, in a probablistic sense, various mechanical
.and physical properties.
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APPENDIX-DIRtCTIONAL

DATA

11.is convenient to assume a complex number I-eprcscntation o f an angular measurement 0, I I which
~
the angle is associated with a point z, on the unit circle i n the complex plane centered at the origin.
I'hrn
x,

+ iy,

= L, =

elHh= cos HI,

+ i sin 0,

(Al)

where i' = I and k = 1 . 2. . . . n. I n this form. the arithmetic mean o f the set o f associated complex
points {z,,} provides the information ncetled to characterize the extent of orientation o f the set of
:unglc\ {H,]. i.e..

O h v i o ~ ~ s l yEqs.
.
1-4 in the text follow from this interpretation. Hence, anomalies inherent i n the
averaging o f angles are resolved if the associated complex points are averaged rather than the angles
themselves.
PL measure o f dispersion, known us the circular variance. S,,, can be defined in terms o f the complex
;ive~igingprocess

S,, = I

-

(A3)

I;,

This measure is similar to an "entropy" measure in that it attains a maximum. S,, = I. for a completely
nonaligned system (one i n which there is no preferred direction; the arrangement of features purtraying
directionality i s totally chaotic) and v;inishcs, S,, = 0, for a totally aligned system (one i n which there
i\ 1.10 doubt whatsoever about the direction o f the features; they are all the same and point i n only
o n i direction). 'fhc term "random" is co~nmonlyused fol- a completely nonaligned system (S,, = I )
but. 5trictly speaking this is a misnomer. A n angular measurement is random whether i t i.5 from a
norl- or partially aligned system. Axial data can be processed by the methodology discusstd in the
text i f the angles are doubled prior to calculating the complex average. A n estimate o f the circular
variance for axial data. accol-ding to Mardia (1972). is given by

s L1

-

(1

-

s,,)lt4

(A4)

I n (he work reported i n thih article. we have preferred to use r,, directly as an index o f orientation
rather than use the circular variance.
Since directional data are restricted to a finite interval (the end points o f which must have equal
v:ilues as well as equal derivative\). most t~.adition:il probability density functions (pdf) arc not applicable. Mardia (1972) has shown how traditional pdf's can be modified by "wrapping" them around
the interval. Unfortunately. the resulting formulas are rather complicated. There is. however. a particular distribution for cha~icteriringangular measurements. which appears to be quite vel-salile. Thi\
i\ thc von Mihe\ pdf which. when centered about p,, = 0. i\ given by

Th,.: form of the cumulative distr-ibution function (df) is given by

where I,,(K). the modified Bessel Function o f the first kind. order n. and is defined by

buc can he c o ~ n p ~ ~ u\ing
t e d the I-ecurrence relation
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Obviously I,,(x) and I , ( x ) ;ire needed to "prime" this relationship for n 3 2. We have found the
polynorni:il approxim:itions, six digit accuracy, given o n page 378 (formulas 9.8.1 to 9.8.2) of the
tfandbook of Mathematical Functions. Abramohitr and Stegun (1965). very useful. Values of the
modified Bessel functions can also be obtained from standard computational packages available at
most comp~rtingfi~cilities.
An inter-esting feature of the vorl Mises density function is that an approximation t o it for small
values of the concentration parameter has the form of a cardioid density function

T h e car-dioid pdf has been ~ ~ \ ebyd Col-te and Kallmes (1962) for char-acter-izing the or-ientation
c.$'tibet-s in :I paper- web. For large values of K . the density firnction is approximated by the normal
density firnction

The axial form of the von Misej pdf ( E q . 5 in the text) is

and the axial df, centered about p,, = 0 . is

As nicntioncd in thc text. during the preliminary stages of this investigation the authors were
u n a h a r e of the von Mises distribution. (:onscquently. a truncated normal pdf was used t o specify the
orientation of the principal material directions of the wood strands in flakeboard mates. T h e functional
t'~.)rniselected for this pdf w ; ~ \

and the cumulative distribution function. centered about p,, = 0 . was

v:her-e the el-ror-function is defined a s

i\ useful polynomi:tl for this function i \ also given by Abr-amowitz and Stegun (1965) o n page 299
(formula 7.1.26).
Altho~rghthe 11-uncatednormal di\tribution served us well in the initial stages of this work. we feel
that the von Mises pdf is probably the better distribution to characterize orientation. For- one thing,
there is no discontinuity in derivatives at the end points of the interval as there is with the truncated
!lor-rnal (see Fig. 3 ) . For another-. [her-e is a large body of literature dealing with the von Mises pdf
(hypothesis testing. theoretic;~ldeveloprnent. ctc.) whereas this doe\ not exist for the truncated nor1ll~iI.

l'he calibr:ited relationship between the \ h a r e factor p of the truncated normal distribution and the
concentl.;ition parameter K of the von Mises distribution (Fig. 4) is approximately given by the follon'ing expr-ession:
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who \erved as part of the publication apparatus over the past thirteen years;
editors, editorial boards, reviewers and authors. It also is a refection of a devoted professional, Carol Ovens, the one person who has been a part of Wood
and Fiber since its inception and the willingness of Joe McCarthy to provide
the venture capital with no thought of personal gain.
I never believed I would join those who wrote nostalgia-my
interest being
the future, not the past; however, my association with the beginning of Wood
~ t z , df i b e r was the most rewarding of any extra-curricular activity. It's good to
both look back at its beginning and forward to its growth in a new form.

